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About KrystinA MenegAzzo
La Donna del Vino is the pseudonym of this young lady from Melbourne who worked in wineries 

throughout Australia and Italy. After years of gallivanting she returned to Melbourne to market 

wine and share her love of all things vinous. In her spare time she enjoys cooking, gardening, 

drinking good vino and is a self-confessed Neb Head (someone really into Nebbiolo).

www.lAdonnAdelvino.coM
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TORZI MATTHEWS Frost Dodger Riesling 2012

Eden Valley, South Australia. RRP: $22.00

‘gnarly’ is a word i imagine would often be used by surfers as they recount 

their experience riding a great wave. the term is also apt at describing the 

riesling vines used in this wine, which date back to the 1930s. domenic torzi is 

the man behind the torzi Matthews label. with a southern italian background, 

domenic has found his niche in the eden valley landscape crafting wines 

from traditional grape varieties of the area and also releasing some italian 

varieties under the vigna cantina label.

this Frost dodger riesling expresses an abundance of the aromatic and 

flavoursome goodness that makes the eden valley region so famous. the 

wine greeted me with initial scents of lime juice and yellow flowers, followed 

by lingering notes of crunchy pear and orange zest. the palate continued 

along a zesty theme with young citrus fruit characteristics and a hint of green 

banana skin. this is an assertive riesling with balanced acidity and a long 

flavour that parades its beautiful eden valley personality with every mouthful.

stockists: Available direct from torzi Matthews or online from wine box 

warehouse.

PORT PHILLIP ESTATE Salasso Rosé 2012

Mornington Peninsula, Victoria. RRP: $24.00

the first thing that came to mind when i picked up this bottle of salasso rosé 

was, “what the hell does ‘salasso’ mean?” typing it into google told me it 

was italian for ‘drain’. if Mr google were a wine connoisseur, he might have 

actually extrapolated further by explaining that in the context of a rosé style 

of wine, salasso refers to the bleeding off or draining of the juice before it 

becomes too coloured. in this case, the juice came from shiraz vines with an 

average age of 15 years.

the wine pours into the glass with a beautiful salmon hue. upon the first 

whiff i was transported straight to the state rose garden during spring, 

alongside other pretty aromas such as strawberry schnapps, apricot skin and 

turkish delight. this is a very smart wine with lively, crunchy acidity, and a 

continuance of delicate rose and strawberry flavours on the palate. A final 

delight comes with a whisker of silken texture that sits playfully on the mid-

palate. Port Phillip estate has made a delicious rosé that is perfectly suited 

for an abundance of cuisine.

stockists: Available from bottega tasca, carlton or direct from the Port 

Phillip estate cellar door.

FATTORIE PARRI Poggiano Chianti DOCG 2011

Chianti, Tuscany. RRP: $14.95

not long after purchasing this bottle of chianti i found myself curled up on 

the couch watching Silence of the Lambs for the first time. yes, you heard me 

right...for-the-first-time. My partner told me that i must have lived under a 

rock to never have seen this film before now. Perhaps even more concerning 

is the fact that this is only one on a list of dozens of classic films that i have 

yet to see. Ho-hum. At least watching Silence of the Lambs that evening 

allowed me to hear the delightful protagonist Hannibal lecter say, “i ate his 

liver with some fava beans and a nice chianti.” 

this chianti is made predominantly from sangiovese and pours into the glass 

with a dark plum hue. the nose has a dominating grandpa-like tobacco scent 

mixed with cherries, cola, spearmint, sarsaparilla, blueberries and minerals. 

there is a fair amount of interest going on for this sub $15 wine. sangiovese 

is a variety with naturally high acidity, which leaves a mouth-watering effect 

when consumed liberally. this particular style is medium-bodied with blood 

plum skin tannins and a delicate tobacco flavour that lingers towards the 

savoury finish. 

it is suffice to say that i did not enjoy this chianti in conjunction with a similarly 

prepared meal to Hannibal lecter. My uncannibalistic evening involved some 

spinach and ricotta agnolotti with a simple, fresh homemade tomato and 

basil sauce. now that sounds pretty harmless to me.

stockists: Available at boccaccio cellars, balwyn and bottega tasca, carlton.
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